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Abstract
This paper proposes a Green Light Optimized Speed Advisory (GLOSA) application implementation in a typical
reference area, and presents the results of its performance analysis using an integrated cooperative ITS simulation
platform. Our interest was to monitor the impacts of GLOSA on fuel and traffic efficiency by introducing metrics
for average fuel consumption and average stop time behind a traffic light, respectively. For gathering the results
we implemented a traffic scenario defining a single route through an urban area including two traffic lights. The
simulations are varied for different penetration rates of GLOSA-equipped vehicles and traffic density. Our results
indicate that GLOSA systems could improve fuel consumption and reduce traffic congestion in junctions.
Index Terms
vehicular communications, traffic light advisory, fuel consumption, traffic congestion.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Advances in wireless communications and in particular vehicular communications have led to the advent of
cooperative Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) [1], [2]. These systems employ vehicular communication
technologies such as 802.11p [3] to enable deployment of applications that could potentially improve road safety,
traffic efficiency, and introduce new entertainment and business applications [4]. Exploitation of ITS for traffic
congestion control in urban areas as well as fuel consumption reduction are among the most promising applications
according to transportation authorities [5], [6]. This can be achieved by vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) or infrastructureto-vehicle (I2V) communications, intelligently advising individual drivers about traffic events, such as the traffic
light phases and beyond.
The potential of V2V communication for improving fuel efficiency has been demonstrated in [7], showing that
vehicular communication can assist to reduce average fuel consumption especially under high traffic density and
long traffic light cycles. Other projects have investigated the impacts on fuel efficiency when using wireless communications between vehicles (V2V) or vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) employing different algorithms to smoothly
slow down at a red traffic light or to reach it at the next green phase. Depending on the used consumption models,
different results can be observed. One important aspect, as introduced in [8], is the dependency of the results on
different penetration rates of the communication enabled vehicles. In the same work as well as in [9], the effect
of traffic density is studied. In [8] it is also suggested to either cut the fuel delivery or stop the engine in order
to achieve less fuel consumption. In [10], the IDM car following model [11] is used to control a platoon of 10
vehicles, where only the leading one is equipped with communication capabilities, achieving 30% fuel savings. In
[12] when the algorithm is used only with one vehicle and one traffic light, fuel savings reached 20%. Although
these results seem trustworthy, the simulations are conducted with small number of vehicles which does not consider
the dynamics of the vehicular environment. When the model in [12] is scaled up including 15 traffic light junctions,
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the results are reduced to 8% reduction in fuel consumption. The optimal activation distance for the algorithm is
also investigated in this work and is found that a distance of 500m achieves the best results in their simulations.
In [10] and [9] traffic efficiency is examined using different performance metrics. In [10], the increase of average
speed is taken as indicator of traffic efficiency where in [9], the flow and the ratio of motionless vehicles are
considered. We examine the average stop time behind a traffic light as a metric of traffic efficiency. This is because
we want to see not only how many vehicles are stopped like [9] but also how long they wait.
In the aforementioned works, different communication technologies are adopted. The authors in [7], [9], [12], [13]
do not discuss in depth the communication mechanisms of their simulations. They assume successful dissemination
of the messages. Others like [10] and [14] use general purpose wireless communication technologies, such as
wireless sensor networks and IEEE802.11 [15]. Lately the IEEE 802.11 standard is preferred due to operational
cost. The highly dynamic network topology of vehicular communications has led to the introduction of IEEE
802.11p [3] that is more suitable for such applications and is the one we used in our simulations.
This paper aims to implement a GLOSA system to reduce traffic congestion by decreasing the average stop
time behind traffic lights while reducing fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. The GLOSA application provides
the advantage of timely and accurate information about traffic lights cycles and traffic lights position information
through infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V) communication, and provides drivers with speed advice guiding them with
a more constant speed and with less stopping time through traffic lights. The main challenges in achieving this
include the modelling of the vehicle traffic, the communications between traffic lights and vehicles and finally the
driver’s behaviour. Individual research has been performed for each one of these areas, but complete simulations
by taking into account the dynamics of all parameters are scarce. Thus, for our implementation of GLOSA, we
used an integrated simulation tool based on the Fraunhofer VSimRTI [16], which enables online two-way coupling
of different simulators for monitoring the influence of GLOSA application on the traffic and fuel consumption.
Our results show up to 7% reduction in average fuel consumption and up to 89% in average stop time. While
conducting the simulations we found that an optimal GLOSA activation distance is around 300m.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In section II, we present our integrated simulation approach, and
in section III, we give an overview of the integrated simulation platform. The design of the GLOSA algorithm is
thoroughly discussed in section IV. In section V, the simulation set-up is presented followed by our evaluation
results. Finally in section VI we conclude and provide ideas for future work.
II. S IMULATION A PPROACH
We designed and tested GLOSA in an integrated simulation platform. The first step was to define a reference
scenario which is depicted in Fig. 1. In this reference area we placed a traffic light. Vehicles will enter following a
common arrival process such as Poisson distribution. In the scenario the equipped vehicles rate is varied, since we
want to investigate the influence of the penetration rate and which is the minimum percentage of equipped vehicles
for GLOSA to have a positive impact on the traffic efficiency and fuel consumption. Road traffic will be modelled
using the microscopic Stefan Krauss (SK) model [17], a car-following model with two basic rules. First, vehicles
in free motion have a target speed and try to cruise at it. Second, when a vehicle senses the distance to the vehicle
ahead to be less than a certain threshold, it slows down keeping a safe distance. The speed of the vehicles is within
a certain range [Vmin , Vmax ] where Vmin is the minimum speed that vehicles can cruise without causing further
traffic congestion and Vmax is the maximum speed that is forced by the speed limit of the area. Acceleration is also
bounded and asymmetric - higher deceleration than acceleration - for more realistic simulations. The SK model is
integrated in SUMO [18] traffic simulator that we used in our work.
We have set up two simulation scenarios in order to compare the results. In the first scenario (S0 ), there is
no driver’s assistance information and the traffic is governed by the SK model. In the second scenario (S1 ) we
provide information through the GLOSA messages and the driver receives speed advisory messages. We assume
that all drivers who get a speed advise, will follow it. We control the percentage of GLOSA equipped vehicles to
monitor the impact of penetration rate. Therefore, we have defined two performance metrics that we check in all
scenarios in order to derive our conclusions. The first metric (P1 ) is the average stop time of vehicles waiting at the
intersection behind red lights measuring the traffic efficiency of GLOSA application. We assume that there is no
other reason for the vehicles to halt apart from stopping at a traffic light or a queue caused by the traffic light (we
do not simulate brake downs or accidents in our scenarios). The second metric (P2 ) is the fuel consumption derived
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Fig. 1.

Reference Scenario

from the fuel consumption and emission model in [19] measuring the fuel efficiency of GLOSA application. The
emissions of CO2 are estimated from the same model to be proportional to fuel consumption.
III. I NTEGRATED S IMULATION P LATFORM
Simulating the GLOSA use case poses a challenge in terms of combining and synchronizing different simulation
aspects, e.g. vehicular traffic, network communication and application handling. To address these challenges, the
integrated simulation platform VSimRTI was used to simulate this use case. VSimRTI borrows some concepts
of the High Level Architecture (HLA) [20] to enable the coupling of the most appropriate simulators for a
scenario. VSimRTI is a lightweight framework, which is responsible for tasks such as synchronization of simulators,
interaction between them and lifecycle management of simulators but also applications. VSimRTI supports V2Xspecific elements such as road-side units or application-equipped vehicles from the beginning.
To simulate the GLOSA application, VSimRTI app was used. VSimRTI app is an application simulator developed
for VSimRTI. It provides a couple of simple JAVA interfaces to create V2X applications, while offering access to
all relevant simulation data such as vehicle status or communication modules. Messages sent to specific vehicles
are forwarded to the associated application and application output can be directed to a specific vehicle (e.g. giving
speed advisory to a vehicle).
IV. GLOSA A LGORITHM
The GLOSA algorithm has been implemented to support the aforementioned simulation approach and is presented
in the Algorithm 1. First, vehicles enter the communication range of a traffic light according to the Poisson
distribution as mentioned before. The RSU (Road Side Unit) attached to a traffic light broadcasts periodically
CAM’s (Co-operative Awareness Messages) including the position, timing information and additional data for the
traffic light. When OBU receives a CAM, the algorithm checks if its source is a traffic light or not. From the position
information within the message and the vehicle’s own position and heading, it calculates whether this traffic light
is relevant (on its route) or not (line 1). The application can then calculate the distance from the traffic light and
with the current speed and acceleration, the time that it would take to reach it (Time-to-Traffic-Light TT L ) (line
2). Next, it checks the traffic light phase at that time (TT L ) (line 3). If the traffic light is green when the vehicle
reaches it, then the vehicle continues its trip trying to reach the maximum speed limit of the road (lines 4-6). If
it is red, it calculates the speed that it should have in order to reach it in the next green phase (lines 7-9). If it is
yellow, depending on the remaining yellow time and the acceleration capabilities of the vehicle it could advice to
accelerate or decelerate again within the permitted range (lines 10-13). Finally the driver gets an advise with the
speed limited within the permitted range [Vmin , Vmax ](line 15). This algorithm runs every second which makes it
more robust against external interference, such as other vehicles, that do not follow the same advisory speed or are
non-equipped.
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Algorithm 1 GLOSA Algorithm
1: Find the most relative traffic light
2: Calculate Distance and Time to traffic light TT L
3: Check phase at TT L
4: if GREEN then
5:
Continue Trip
6:
Target Speed (Ut ) = Umax
7: else if RED then
8:
Calculate remaining Red Time (Tred )
9:
Calculate target speed for Tred + TT L : Ut
10: else if YELLOW then
11:
Calculate remaining Yellow Time (Tyellow )
12:
Check for possible acceleration
13:
Calculate target speed for Tyellow + Tred + TT L : Ut
14: end if
15: Advisory speed = MAX (Ut , Umin ) & MIN (Ut , Umax )

The algorithm gets as input the current speed U0 , acceleration a of the vehicle and the distance to the traffic
light Dtl . Using basic rules of motion, given by (1)
d = u ∗ t + 1/2 ∗ a ∗ t2 ,

(1)

where d is the distance, u is the initial speed, t is the time and a is the acceleration, the time to reach the traffic
light (TT L ) can be calculated as shown in (2).

d


when a = 0

u
r
(2)
TT L =
2


− u + u + 2d when a 6= 0
a
a
a
The target speed (Ut ) for the red and yellow light phase is calculated using (3)
2∗d
− U0 ,
(3)
t
where d is the distance to traffic light (Dtl ), t is the time to reach the traffic TT L light plus the remaining time for
the next green phase (Tred or Tyellow + Tred respectively) and U0 is the current speed.
Ut =

V. S IMULATION SET- UP AND EVALUATION RESULTS
For the evaluation of the GLOSA application a series of simulations were conducted. The configuration of the
environment for the project consists of the SUMO [18] traffic simulator used to produce and cope with the vehicle
traffic, the JiST/SWANS [21] is used for the communications and finally an application simulator which runs the
GLOSA application written in Java. The underlying simulation scenario is a road network section of Guildford town
centre in United Kingdom as depicted in Fig. 2. Vehicles start from point A on York Road according to a Poisson
distribution and travel until point B on Waterden Road on one lane and without overtaking. The number of vehicles
is defined to 100 in order to gather sufficient data in terms of time and number of independent vehicles to get
statistically accurate results. The travel distance is 0.6miles (0.965km). Within this route there are two traffic lights
(T L1 and T L2 ). For these two traffic lights the timing regarding the previous route is: 20-4-6 (Green-Yellow-Red)
and 20-4-36 seconds, respectively. The difference in red time for T L2 is because of the London Road’s green phase
duration. The speed limit on the road is set to 15m/s (54km/h) which is near the usual limit in an urban area. The
minimum advisory speed is set to 6m/s (21.6km/h) in order not to travel to slow and cause more congestion. The
simulation runs until every vehicle has travelled the whole distance from point A to point B. The communication
range of the traffic lights is set near 500m and using IEEE 802.11p communication as access mechanism they
broadcast their CAM’s.
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Fig. 2.

Simulation Scenario Map

Fig. 3.

Influence of activation distance on GLOSA performance

The simulations can be divided into three categories. First, we tested the influence of the activation distance for
GLOSA on the overall performance. In these simulations all vehicles are equipped with the GLOSA application.
Also, in order to check the integrity of the algorithm we excluded the first traffic light and run only with one
(T L2 ). The timing for this was also altered in order to have equal red and green phases. The results of the two
performance metrics can be seen in Fig. 3. An optimal point of activation is found at a distance near 350m. At
shorter activation distances, the reaction time (time required for the driver to slow down to the advised velocity)
is not enough to have benefits. The fuel consumption is also slightly increased due to the fact that the average
trip time is increased (vehicles are advised to travel at lower speeds). At longer activation distances, the benefits
regarding fuel consumption are slightly decreased but remain near the optimal levels. The results for two traffic
lights with a distance near 400m between them (Fig. 2), shift this optimal point to a shorter distance of 250m which
will be the value used to produce the next set of results. This is due to the fact that vehicles do not have enough
time to accelerate and reach a higher velocity after the effect the first traffic light has on their velocity before they
run the GLOSA algorithm once again for the second traffic light. Hence, further simulations have to be made for
larger scale scenario and more traffic lights to conclude which activation distance to use. Having a shorter activation
distance means that we can reduce the transmission power of the RSU and thus having better resource allocation
and less collisions in the communications. Compared with the work in [12], where the minimum activation distance
is found near 500m, our work shows better characteristics in this aspect.
Second, we measured the influence that GLOSA penetration rate has on the two performance metrics and how the
non-equipped vehicles are affected. The simulations were conducted in a high traffic density environment (Poisson
expected value λ = 0.2). From [8], we learn that an increase in penetration rates of equipped vehicles allows for a
better reduction of fuel consumption in the overall traffic scenarios. As it can be seen from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 this is
verified not only for fuel efficiency, but also for traffic efficiency. The most interesting outcome from these figures
is that even the non-equipped vehicles are getting affected in a beneficial way from the GLOSA equipped vehicles
and this is due to the SK model. They follow the leading vehicle which - if equipped with GLOSA - forces them
to adjust their speeds accordingly since we assume that there are no overtaking in our simulations. The second
notice is that the average stop time is reduced even when the penetration rate is small, but in order to see positive
results in fuel efficiency we need at least 50% equipped vehicles. The observed average maximum reduction in
fuel consumption is 7% which is slightly higher than the average maximum fuel savings in [12] for their scaled
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Fig. 4.

Influence of GLOSA penetration rate on average stop time

Fig. 5.

Influence of GLOSA penetration rate on average fuel consumption

Fig. 6.

Influence of vehicle traffic density on the GLOSA performance

up scenario.
Finally, we simulated different traffic densities (high, medium and low) in order to capture the influence they
have on the overall performance of the GLOSA application. The results shown in Fig. 6 suggest that the higher
the traffic density (moving from left to right in the plot), the more benefits we have regarding in fuel efficiency
reaching a maximum of 7% fuel reduction. On the other hand, the benefits we get regarding traffic efficiency are
decreased, which was also reported in [9]. This is because the vehicles are more scarcely distributed therefore they
do not influence each other, they all follow precisely the advisory speed and there are smaller queues at the traffic
lights making the GLOSA algorithm work better.
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The results suggest that the GLOSA application has a positive effect on both performance metrics. The higher
the GLOSA penetration rate is, the more benefits we have with a maximum of 80% reduction in stop time and up
to 7% reduction in fuel consumption in a high traffic density scenario. There is a critical point of 50% of equipped
vehicles where the effect of GLOSA starts to be more visible on fuel consumption. As the density decreases, the
benefits for fuel efficiency are reduced, but there is still improvement compared to non-equipped vehicles. The
traffic efficiency on the other hand is increased with the decrease in traffic density reaching 89%. There is also an
optimal activation distance where the GLOSA application should advise the driver and this is near 300m from the
traffic lights but it depends slightly on the road network. Closer to this distance, the time to react is limited and
further away there are no more benefits. If the complexity of the algorithm is to be increased, the distance could
be also increased. The work presented by this paper is an example of what can be achieved in terms of fuel and
traffic efficiency when vehicles are enabled to communicate with traffic lights and how we can exploit an integrated
simulation platform to achieve this.
There are various ways in which this application could be extended to achieve more accurate results. First of
all, we assumed that there are no vehicles waiting at the traffic light which is not always the case. Therefore, the
distance to traffic light could be replaced by the distance to the end of the queue instead to achieve more reasonable
results. The simulation network should also be extended to a larger scale scenario using real data for vehicle input.
Finally having results from field tests would provide data to compare field tests and simulations to evaluate the
estimations made by the simulations.
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